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Shock attenuation in beds of granular solids 

N. ZLOCH (DARMSTADT) 

AITENUATION of a shock wave travelling through beds of granular solids has been investigated 
experimentally and theoretically. For diverse Mach numbers and diverse Reynolds numbers 
shock attenuation has been measured with transducers in various places along the axis of a tube 
which is a part of a bundle of very long tubes; this bundle is a simple model of a bed of solids. 
The experimental results closely correspond to the theoretical results of a numerical computa
tion carried out by means of the method of characteristics and thereby confirm the simplifying 
assumptions which were made (one-dimensional problem, fully-developed fl.ow in the total 
fl.ow field behind the shock wave). For small initial Mach numbers (M.-1 ~ 1) an app~oximate 
solution was found, based on the assumption that the first Crcharacteristic nearly coincides 
with the shock wave. This is analogous to Witham's assumption. This approximate solution can 
be generalised, so that it can be valid also for stronger shocks, by introducing the factor G (M so). 
A following experimental investigation with fl.ow through beds of spherical pebbles has shown 
that the solution mentioned is succesfully applicable to such configurations as well, provided the 
assumptions made for the computations are not too seriously violated. 

Zbadano doswiadczalnie i teoretycznie malenie amplitudy fali uderzeniowej w~druj'lcej przez 
warstWY osrodk6w granulowanych. Dla r6Znych liczb Macha i r6i:nych liczb Reynoldsa spadek 
amplitudy fali uderzeniowej mierzono czujnikami umieszczonymi w r6i:ny'ch rniejscach wzdlui: 
osi rury b~dClcej cz~ci'l wi'lzki bardzo dlugich r6wnoleglych rur. Wi'lzka taka stanowi prosty 
model zl6i: cial stalych. Dane doswiadczalne scisle pokrywaj~ si~ z wynikami obliczen numerycz
nych otrzymanych metod~ charakterystyk; potwierdzaj'l wi~c slusznose poczynionych zaloi:en 
upraszczaj'lcych (problem jednoWYmiarowy, w pelni rozwini~ty przeplyw w calym obszarze 
przeplywu za fal'l uderzeniowq). Dla malych pocz'ltkowych liczb Macha (Ms -1 ~ 1) znale
ziono rozwhtzanie przyblii:one przy zaloi:eniu, i:e pierwsza charakterystyka C1 pokrywa si~ 
prawie calkowicie z fal'l uderzeniow'l. Zaloi:enie to jest analogiczne do zaloi:enia poczynionego 
przez Withama. Powyi:sze rozwi'lzanie przyblii:one moi:e bye uog61nione przez wprowadzenie 
wsp6lczynnika G(Mso) tak, aby moglo obejmowae r6wniei: silniejsze fale uderzeniowe. Przepro
wadzone nast~pnie badania doswiadczalne dotycz'lce przeplyw6w przez zloi:a kulistych kamyk6w 
wykazaly, i:e rozwi'lzanie to moi:e bye z powodzeniem stosowane dla takich konfiguracji pod 
warunkiem, i:e zaloi:enia poczynione przy obliczeniach nie SCl zbyt dalece naruszane. 

HccnenosaHo 3I<crrepu:MeHTaJihHO u: reoperu:qecKu: yMeHbllleHu:e aMrrJIHTYAhi ynapHOM BOJIHhi 
pacrrpocrpaHJIIOI.l{eiicH l!epe3 cnou: rpauynu:poBaHHhiX cpen. ,UnJI pa3HbiX lJu:cen Maxa u: pa3-
HhiX l!u:cen PeiiHOJihnca naneHu:e aMIIJIHTYAhi ynapHoii BOJIHhi H3MepHJIOCh ,qaTlJHI<aMu: rro
Mel.l{eHHhiMH B pa3HhiX MeCTaX BAOJih OCH Tpy6hi, 6y,qylJeH l.JaCThlO IIYl.JI<a Ol.JeHh AJIHHHhiX rra
paJIJieJihHbiX Tpy6. 3TOT IIYl.JOK COCT3BJIJieT IIpOCTYIO MOAeJih 33Jiemu: TBepAbiX TeJI. 3I<CIIepHMeH
TaJibH:hie A3HHbie TOl.JHO COBII3A310T C pe3yJihT3T3MH l.JHCJieHHhiX paCl.leTOB IIOJiyl.leHHhiX Me
TOAOM Xapai<TepHCTHI<, HT3I< IIOATBepmnaiOT OHM crrpaBeAJIHBOCTh IIpOBeAeHHbiX yrrpol.l{a
lOI.l{HX IIpenrrOJIO}f{eHHH (OAHOMepHaH 3a,qal.Ja, BIIOJIHe pa3BepHyToe Tel.JeHHe B ~eJIOH 06JiaCTH 
Tel.JeHHH sa ynapHOH BOJIHoii) . .[(nJI MaJihiX Hal.laJihHhiX l.JHcen Maxa (M. -1 ~ 1) HaiineHo 
npH6nu:meHHoe peweHu:e rrpu: rrpenrronomeHHH, l.JTO rrepBaJI xapai<repu:cru:I<a Ct coBrranaer 
IIOl.JTH IIOJIHOCThlO C ynapHOH BOJIHOH. 3TO npeAIIOJIO}f{eHu:e 3H3JIOrHl.JHO rrpeAIIOJIO}f{eHHlO 
cnenaHHOMY Bu:rxeMoM. BbiilleyrroMHH:yToe rrpH6nHmeHHoe pellleHu:e, rryreM BBeneHHH I<o3<f>
<Pu:~u:eHra G(M.0 ), MomeT 6biTb o6o6I.l{eHO Tal<, l.JT06bi OXB3THJIO TOme 6onee CHJibHbie CK3l.II<H. 
3areM rrposeneHhi 3KcrrepHMeHTaJihHbie u:ccne,qosaHu:JI, I<acaiOI.l{HecH Tel.JeHHii qepe3 3anemu: 
c<f>epu:l.JeCI<HX I<aMHeH, H OHH IIOK33aJIH, l.JTO :no pellleHU:e MO}f{eT 6hiTh C ycrreXOM IIpHMeHeHO 
AJIH rai<HX I<oa<Pu:rypaQu:ii non ycnosu:eM, l.ITO rrpenrroJlOmeHu:R, rrpoBeneHHbie rrpu: pacqerax, 
CJIHillKOM AaJiei<O He HapylllalOTCJI. 
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1. Nomenclature 

a sound velocity, 
B empirical factor of Bannister, 
C characteristic curve, 
c1 friction factor for tub!s, 
D diameter of the tubes, 
d diameter of the particle, 
F force per unit volume, 
f friction factor for b!ds of solids, 
G factor, given by Eq. (4.5), 
L length of the bundle of tub~s. 
M Mach number, 
p pressure, 
q added heat per unit volume and unit time, 
R constant of gas, 

Re Reynolds number, 
r radius of the tub!, 
rp radius of the particle, 
S shock wave, 
T temperature, 
t time, 
u velocity, 
x space coordinate along the shock tube, 
y ratio of specific heats, 
t: ratio of the average free cross section to the total cross section, 

'YJ viscosity, 
e density. 

2. Experimental investigation by the bundle of tubes 

N. ZLOCH 

FoR the first experiments, a bundle of very thin tubes was installed in the shock tube 
of the TH Darmstadt [l]. This bundle of tubes wa~ a simple model of a bed of solids. 
It consisted of many tubes with a very large ratio of length to diameter of the tube, 
L/D ~ 103

• The free cross section of the bundle was much smaller than the free cross 
section of the shock tube (Fig. 1). 

As a consequence of this large reduction of the open area, the incident shock wave 
Si was reflected nearly completely at the entrance of the bundle. Therefore, the particle 
velocity in front of the bundle could be neglected and state 4 of the gas was constant 
for the time Lltm. This is the time between the arrival of the first incident shock wave 
Si and the next wave Sn. The constancy of state 4 was experimentally confirmed by 
measuring pressure immediately before the bundle. By choosing the large ratio L/D it 
was intended to keep the zones, where the boundary layers at the entrance and behind 
the shock grow together, small in comparison to the total flow field. 

The measurements were performed with piezo-electric manometers in various places 
xi along the axis of one representative tube. The pressure jump p2 /p 1 across the shock 
wave was used as a direct measure for the strength of the shock. 
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FIG. 1. Test set-up and x-t-diagram. 
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For all measurements the range of the initial Mach number Mso was 

1.3 < Mso < 2.0 

and the range of the Reynolds number was 

2.104 < Re < 4.105
, 

819 

where Re = e2 u2 D f'YJ 2 , computed with state 2 immediately behind the initial shock wave 
M so. The shock tube was operated as an air fair tube. 

However, before presenting the experimental results a few words must be said about 
the theoretical calculations and predictions. 

3. Theoretical investigation by the bundle of tubes 

For the theoretical investigation it was assumed that in the total flow field between 
the entrance of the bundle and shock existed fully-developed turbulent flow. A simple 
estimate shows that indeed the zones of boundary layer growth were small in compari
son to the zone where an essential attenuation of the shock took place. The assump
tion of fully-developed flow allows the use of cross-section averages for all flow varia
bles [2]. Then, the variables are only functions of the space coordinate x along the axis 
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820 N . ZLOCH 

of the tube and, of course, of the time t. The problem is described by the known differ
ential equations for the balance of mass, momentum and energy [3]. In these equations, 
the effect of wall shear stress can be taken into account by introducing a volume force, 
F, into the equations. The added heat per unit volume and unit time can be computed 
by the Reynolds-analogy. 

The system of three differential equations for the three dependent variables p , e and 
u may be solved by the method of characteristics, taking into account the associated 
initial and boundary conditions. With the assumption that air is a perfect gas, the system 
of equations, written in characteristic directions, is 

(3.2) c3: 

where 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

with 

dx 
- = u+a: 
dt -

dp±eadu = [ (y-1)uF( 1 + J,) faF }t. 

dx 
di = u: 

dp-a2de = (y-1)uF( 1 +:F) dt, 

q = - CJ (!U [-y (!!_ - I!_!_) + ~]' 
r y -1 (! (! 1 2 

I!_!_ = RT1 = RTw = const. 
(h 

Henceforth, we take an x-t-diagram where the x-coordinate runs from the entrance of 
the bundle and the coordinate t begins at the time when the incident shock Si has 
reached the entrance of the bundle. The calculation starts with the following initial 
conditions: along the first C1-characteristic in the bundle the state is that for the flow 
without effects of friction and heat transfer. This is correct for the sufficiently small time 
interval L1t. 

The boundary condition at the entrance of the bundle is that the gas has undergone 
quasi-stationary acceleration from the constant state 4 to the actual state 3e immediately 
in the entrance. The conditions across the contact front are the known kinematic and 
dynamic conditions 

U3c = U2c and P3c = P2c· 

The boundary conditions at the shock are the known jump relations for the variables 
across the shock wave (Fig. 2). 

The numerical solution of the characteristic system subject to the associated initial 
and boundary conditions gives the state of flow in the total x-t-plane. Therefore, the pres-
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sure jump p2 /p 1 across the shock can be plotted as a function of the dimensionless 
coordinate c1(xfr) with the initial Mach number Mso as parameter. Figure 3 shows the 
theoretical results for the attenuation of shock waves as a result of friction and heat trans
fer. The experimental results were also recorded in this diagram. They agree closely with 
the theoretical results and thereby confirm the assumptions which were made for the 
computations. 

4. Approximate solution 

In addition, an approximate solution could be found for small initial Mach numbers 
M so (M so -1 ~ 1). In this case, the first C1 -characteristic nearly coincides with the shock 
and therefore Eq. (3.1) is approximately valid along the shock front. This is analogous 
to WITHAM's assumption [4]. Therefore, the known jump-relations of the variables across 
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822 N. ZLOCH 

the shock can be inserted in Eq. (3.1). Thereby, we get a single differential equation 
for the Mach number Ms as a function of the dimensionless coordinate c1(xfr). Using 
the linearized relations across the shock wave, we get the following simple relation for 
the attenuation of shock waves with the initial condition M5 (x = 0) = M 5 0 : 

M8 -1 
(4.1) 

2y X • 
1 + --(M5o-1)cf-

y-1 r 

Figure 4 shows that the approximate solution nearly coincides with the exact result 
by the characteristic method for initial Mach numbers Mso < 1.3. 

100 1 2 

-- charocteristic method 
--- approximate solution 

For M8 -1«1: 
M5 -1 1 

Hso- 1 = 1+JL(M -t)cr!!.... !-1 so rp 
FIG. 4. Comparison of the approximate solution 

with the result of the characteristic method. 

Equation ( 4.1) can also be written as follows 

(4.2) 
1 

2y X 
1 + -- (Mso -1)cJ-

y-I r 

This equation agrees with a relation found empirically by BANNISTER [5] for the attenua
tion of shock waves in long, small tubes 

P2_P1 
P2o-P1 = !+Bx ' 

(4.3) 

where B was an empirical factor. 
Comparison with Eq. (4.2) shows that B must include the friction factor cb the ra

dius of the tube r, the ratio of specific heats and the initial condition Mso in the follow
ing combination 

(4.4) 2y I 
B = --

1 
(Mso -l)cJ-· 

y- r 
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This result can be generalised, so that it can be valid also for stronger shocks, by intro
ducing a factor G(MsoJ which reduces to 1 if M so-+ 1. This factor was determined by nu
merical calculations which showed that it depends only on the Mach number and is 
practically independent of the ratio of specific heats and other parameters of the problem 

(4.5) G(M •• ) = ( 1 + y 1- ~.J' 
By inserting this factor in Eq. (4.2), all the theoretical results practically collapse to one 
single curve which is shown in the next figure (Fig. 5). The measured points fall closely 
on to that curve. 

0 2 

o M50 =202 

D. " = 1. 72 

0 , =155 

17 ., = 1. 30 

3 4 

X~ 

FIG. 5. Generalised approximate solution and 
the measured points of Fig. 3. 

Pz-P1 1 c 2~ Msa-1 . !!... 
P2o-Pt = 1+X* where X - d-1 ·1+{1-1/Msa' c, r 

5. Investigation with beds of solids 

After this investigation with bundles of tubes, the attenuation of shock waves was 
also investigated in beds of solids. The corresponding experimental investigation was 
done by Mr. Biiren, a student of Engineering at the THD. For these measurements, 
the bundle of tubes was replaced by beds of solid& in the same shock tube with the same 
test set-up. The measurements were made with different initial Mach numbers Mso and 
different ratios of particle diameter, d, to diameter of the shock tube, D. The range of 

-d 
the modified Reynolds number Re' = s eu was 3.104 < Re' < 5.105 • Here, s is the 

'YJ 

ratio of the average free cross section in the bed to the total cross section and u is the 
average velocity in the bed of solids. 

For modified Reynolds numbers Re' > 103, the modified-friction factor I for beds 
of solids is not a function of the shape of the particle [6]. Therefore, spherical pebbles 
were taken as particles. For turbulent flow, the friction factor f for beds of solids is [7] 

(5.1) I=~_!__ LJp = 0 875 l-s (rp = d/2), 
eu2 s 2 L1x · s 3 

where L1pfL1x is the local pressure gradient. Analogously to the investigation with the 
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bundle of tubes, we can define a force per unit volume Fs which takes account of the 
effect of the pressure drop in the beds of solids 

1-s 1 
(5.2) Fs = 0.875-- -eu2

• 
e ,.P 

On the other hand, the effect of heat transfer can be neglected for the attenuation of 
shock waves in beds of solids, because the ratio q / Fsil by beds of solids is very small: 

q/Fsil = 0(10- 2
) ~ 1. 

By the assumption that the flow in the beds of solids is nearly one-dimensional, we can 
also compute this problem by the system of Eqs. (3.1) to (3.3) by putting F equal to Fs 

and Fq _ equal to zero. 
sU 

theoreftea/ result by the method 
of characteristics: q -0 and 
F= fS =0875 

1~e f pD2 
p 

6 j .t. exp. results; e=0.503; Ms0 =1.5; 1.9 

0 .• 
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; t:=0.437; 
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FIG. 6. Attenuation of shock waves in beds of solids. 

Figure 6 shows that the solution found is succesfully applicable to beds of solids as 
well, provided the assumptions made for the computations are not too seriously violated. 
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